Abstract -In this paper, an approach to controller design based on the cloud models, without using the analog plant model is presented.
Introduction
Generally, there are two kinds of controller design methods; the methods with plant models [1, 2, 3, 4] , and the methods without plant models [5, 6, 7, 8] .
And the analysis methods of control systems are presented in previous work [5, 6, 7, 8] , but the methods are based only on the normal cloud models and the analog plant models.
The analysis methods of control systems not based on the plant model was never presented before.
The approach to controller design with the normal cloud model, proposed in previous works [1~10] is nonlinear and the complexity of the calculation is very high because of the logarithmic functions, and has to be implemented by the cyclic orders in every times, because if the degree of membership of the model is 0, any calculation can't be permitted.
As the controller structure is complex and nonlinear, no structure analysis of the control system and no stability analysis of the closed-loop control system were presented.
In this paper, an approach that design controllers with the triangle cloud model which needs a little calculation and is easy to control asymmetric cloud models has been proposed.
Controller Design with the Nonlinear Triangle Cloud Model
The nonlinear triangle cloud model has the three following characteristics.
I.
The expected value , the value corresponding to the center of gravity of the model in the defined area, , reflects on the degree of discrete of the membership cloud.
The controller with this cloud model is composed of the generator of the forward cloud, the cloud model projector, and the generator of the reverse cloud. The generator of the forward cloud, corresponding to fuzzification interface, is a block that performs division of the cloud model for input variables and makes membership clouds for each division. At first, it performs division of the cloud model, which is the same as the course of fuzzy division. Next, membership cloud function for each division should be formulated and the course of it is shown by following details.
The algorithm to generate a forward asymmetric triangle cloud is following.
Step 1: generate normal distribution random variable that has two parameters to the expected value and to the variance.
Step 2: generate normal distribution random variable that has two parameters to the expected value and to the variance.
Step 3: generate normal distribution random variable that has two parameters to the expected value and to the variance.
Step 4: calculate according to following equation. Step 5: define as a drop of cloud.
Step 6: repeat step 1 to step4 until drops of number k is generated. 
Figure1: curve that show the comparison the asymmetric triangle cloud controller with the symmetric normal cloud regulator
In the picture, first curve is shown as the control process for the asymmetric triangle cloud and its transient time is 5.1s and its steady error is 0.
Second curve is shown as the control process for the symmetric triangle cloud and its transient time is 11s and its steady error is 2.6%.
The Structure Analysis of Triangle Cloud Controller.
In order to analyze the Structure of the above cloud controller, suppose the input membership cloud functions crosses each other at their expectant value points and they are symmetric and have equal distributions.
For example, here shows a structure analysis of a 2 dimension cloud controller with 2 input variables. Figure 2 shows the structure of the control system based on above controller.
. Figure 2 . The structure of a control system based on 2dimension cloud controller.
[Theorem 1] (Structure Decomposition Expression of Triangle Cloud Controller)
A triangle cloud controller is decomposed with global nonlinear multi-value relay controller ) ( k u G and local nonlinear probability controller Where
Each of
, and the expectation value of 
So the final output of cloud controller is as follows: (2). 
Simulation
As an example of stability analysis of the cloud controller, we consider the stabilization control of a straight line inverse pendulum on a cart [11], a typical experimental instrument.
The motion equation of the inverse pendulum is as follows: 
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Note that the designed cloud control system is asymptotically stable.
We compared the proposed control method with LQ control method and gauss cloud control method. The designed LQ controller 's parameters are as following. Note that the methods are nearly similar in the frictionless condition. Figure 9 shows the result on the condition with dry friction and viscous friction. In this case, the maximum chatter width of the pendulum are 4゜, 3゜and 1 ゜ each. And the maximum amplitude of the pendulum are 11゜, 18゜and 10゜each. Now, note that the cloud controller is superior than others.
We analyzed the stability of the cloud control system by the cloud Lyapunov function and found that the cloud control system is asymptotically stable and have the cloud As we presented in previous sections, the cloud controller is capable for the stabilization of nonlinear affine systems.
The cloud controller represents the several talents' functionality while the fuzzy controller represents a talent's functionality.
The shape of the membership cloud is determined by the numbers of the cloud drops. The number of the drops is in the range from 1000 to 3000. If the number is very small, for example 100, the membership clouds may not be inclined at all. And if the number is very bigger than the ranged value, it may increase the complexity of computation while it is useless for the control performance.
And with small numbers of cloud drops, the design advantage of the cloud controller, the combination of fuzziness and probability may not displayed.
Conclusion
I. Introduced a design method of generalized asymmetric triangle cloud controller without using analog plant model.
II. Analyzed the structure of the generalized cloud controller without using analog plant model.
III. Simulation of above method proved the validation and effectiveness.
